NOTICE

WASTE FLOW SUSPENSION IN MONMOUTH COUNTY
THROUGH MARCH 1, 2013

The county of Monmouth has a solid waste management plan that designates specific disposal facilities for transporters taking solid waste generated within their county to, which is referred to as “waste flow control.” Please be advised that the county of Monmouth has temporarily suspended their waste flow control for solid waste types designated for their disposal facilities due to Hurricane Sandy. This suspension will continue until such time that each disposal facility is able to resume operations. It is the responsibility of each solid waste hauler to monitor for when such operations resume and waste flow control is re-established.

Monmouth County anticipates that waste flow will be suspended through Friday, March 1, 2013.

For solid waste disposal waste facilities accepting solid waste from counties with suspended waste flow control, this notice is to advise you that your facility can accept this waste in accordance with your facility’s permit requirements and the tip rate must be in accordance with your facility’s tariff. This notice should not be construed to relieve solid waste disposal facilities from continuously monitoring when waste flow control is re-established in Monmouth County.

Questions should be directed to NJDEP’s Bureau of Recycling & Planning at (609) 984-3438.